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While asset marketing is a mission critical part of mergers and acquisitions,
THE NEW
ACTIVISTS
SHIFTING
investment
bankers
often say –the
current process is cumbersome. In fact,
according
to a survey
of over a AND
hundred
investment bankers, 60% report their
LANDSCAPE
TACTICS
TRIGGERS
asset marketing process is inefficient and overly manual.1
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The frustration is compounded by the fact that asset marketing for most deals
PROACTIVITY, TRUST AND TRANSPARENCY:
include large outreach efforts with more than 100 potential buyers in them.
KEYS TO SUCCESSFUL SHAREHOLDER
Our research shows that three out of four (75%) outreach efforts involve over
MANAGEMENT
100RELATIONSHIP
buyers and more than
one in three (39%) involve more than 200 buyers.
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Many of the activities executed in the asset marketing process are done by
junior
bankers and associates,
can be aPLATFORM
waste of talent and time having
DATASITEONE
AS AN which
ENABLING
Ivy FOR
League
graduates
worried
about
watermarking
SHAREHOLDER RELATIONSHIP tens or hundreds of PDF
documents.

MANAGEMENT
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In fact most all asset marketing activities are executed the “old fashioned”
way, using desktop applications like Excel and the analyst’s corporate
CONCLUSION
email account. So analysts spend untold hours crafting and sending out
communications en masse to lists of potential buyers. The rush to get the
information to market often leads to errors – as basic as incorrect names and
misspellings and as embarrassing as incorrect numbers and missing details –
the same type of unforced errors that all of us have experienced or seen in our
careers.

60%

OF BANKERS SAY CURRENT ASSET
MARKETING IS INEFFICIENT OR
OVERLY MANUAL

3 OUT OF 4

ASSET MARKETING PROJECTS
INCLUDE MORE THAN
100 POTENTIAL BUYERS

Audience survey, Merrill Corporation webinar, “The Future of the M&A Lifecycle”, October 2019
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THE HIDDEN COST OF
HUMAN ERRORS
According to a Merrill survey of 258 industry decisionmakers, 60% or less
of mandates end up moving to due diligence phase.2 You want to remove
any chance of stalling or losing a mandate because of a preventable errors
or general inefficiencies.
One key driver of inefficient and ineffective asset marketing, as described
above, is that many investment banks are behind the technology curve. In
fact, three in four bankers (75%) said they are using one or more desktop
software products – Microsoft Office (Word, Excel), email and their local
hard drive – to power their asset marketing activities currently.

Top 3 Asset Marketing Pain Points

84%

+ Watermarking and distributing CIMs
+ Composing/managing outreach emails
+ Customizing/distributing process letters

OF DECISIONMAKERS SAY EVERY
MARKETING ACTIVITY WOULD
BENEFIT FROM AUTOMATION

Obviously, this introduces a high potential for human error. Another
concern is information security, especially if a junior banker or associate
is using a consumer-grade filesharing service, which can disclose sensitive
deal information. Emailing the wrong information to the wrong person
could be catastrophic to a deal.

BANKERS WANT A BETTER WAY
Merrill research showed that across eight different key asset marketing
activities, on average, more than 84% said every activity would benefit
from automation or a modern technology-driven solution.3 The top
three activities bankers say would benefit from a technology-focused
solution are watermarking and distributing confidential information
memorandums, composing and managing outreach emails, and
customizing and distributing process letters.
Merrill DatasiteOne Marketing survey of 258 investment banking decisionmakers
Merrill DatasiteOne Marketing survey of 258 investment banking decisionmakers
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

DatasiteOne Marketing is the first application in the market designed to help investment bankers optimize the asset marketing process.
Designed with powerful capabilities to accelerate engagement with potential buyers and provide a single source of truth on all projects, DatasiteOne Marketing
SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM ACCELERATES TO
makes you more efficient and better informed so you can focus on winning more mandates.

RECORD LEVELS

Here’s an overview of what this new resource provides.

THE NEW ACTIVISTS – SHIFTING
LANDSCAPE
TACTICSCentralized
AND TRIGGERS
Efﬁcient,

Marketing Platform
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Streamlines all aspects of the asset
marketing process and gives users
PROACTIVITY,simplified
TRUSTaccess
AND
TRANSPARENCY:
to buyer
profiles, past
projects,
and
team
members
via a
KEYS TO SUCCESSFUL
SHAREHOLDER
centralized database.

Simplify Buyer Outreach
& Engagement

No More Spreadsheet
Madness

DatasiteOne Marketing drives distribution,
tracking, and reporting of buyer activities,
so analyst can spend more of their finite
time on improving deal outcomes.

Streamline the asset marketing process
with a toolbox of outreach and
engagement capabilities accessible all in
one application.

Assemble & Vet Buyer Lists

View Buyer & Project Status

RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
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Set up New Projects in Seconds

and add
buyers
team members PLATFORM
DATASITEONE
AS
ANandENABLING
with just a few clicks.
FOR SHAREHOLDER RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT

W

Amazingly Easy Watermarking

CONCLUSION
with the ability to customize text,
opacity, and personalization.

that support nuances of the
asset marketing process.
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via a central database of companies and
contacts.

quickly via a single-view dashboard
within DatasiteOne.

Quickly Customize Email Outreach

One-Click Reporting

for a single buyer or many, with controls
to ensure professionalism.

Track Buyer Status Across
All Activities
from initial contact, to negotiating NDAs,
sending CIMs and recieving IOIs.

saves precious analyst time & ensures
accurate information sharing.

Predict Buyer Behavior
based on an engagement history,
including how far they went in the
process for previous deals.
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About Merrill Corporation
Merrill Corporation is a leading SaaS technology provider for
participants in the M&A lifecycle. The company’s platform,
DatasiteOne, powers secure, intelligent due diligence, asset
marketing and enterprise collaboration for thousands of deals
globally.
To learn more, visit www.merrillcorp.com or contact us:
AMERS phone
APAC phone
EMEA phone
email
web

888 311 4100
(852) 3905 4800
+44 (0) 203 928 0300
info@merrillcorp.com
merrillcorp.com

Merrill Communications LLC. All rights reserved.
All trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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